GREEN

Karst and Brkini Destination

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2021
municipalities Divača, Hrpelje - Kozina, Komen and Sežana

In 2021, the destination started developing the Strategy for the Development
and Marketing of Karst and Brkini Tourist Destination for the period 20222028, in collaboration with key stakeholders. The document will define a new vision of the destination and a new destination slogan (under discussion):
Short-term vision:
With the collaboration of key stakeholders, the Karst and Brkini destination will
become a destination for shorter stays with the focus on sustainability and a
year-round offer of authentic experiences of the extraordinary above and underground world.
GET TO KNOW OUR TRUE COLORS
Long-term vision:
The Karst and Brkini destination will focus on the more demanding, boutique
tourist, who will stay in the destination for several days and will learn about the
authenticity of the destination in direct synergy with the local population.
The key competitive advantages of the destination will be intertwined in their experience (natural and cultural heritage that will be experienced through authentic cuisine).

WE THINK AND WORK GREEN
Because we are aware of the responsibility to leave our descendants
a preserved environment and prosperity, we in the Karst and Brkini
destination have approached the promotion of a green mind set and
sustainable tourism. We want visitors who come to our destination - to
the towns and to the villages in the countryside, to feel our sustainable / green efforts, and – also through our promotion – get involved
in them.
In the period 2018–2021, we implemented numerous, very different
measures and activities in individual areas.
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EDUCATION, TRAINING AND INCENTIVES
The destination encouraged the transition of the tourism economy to a green
economy with a sustainable resource management through the project Green
Scheme of Slovenian Tourism, through the tender »Raising the competencies
of leading tourist destinations and developing the tourist offer in leading
tourist destinations in 2020 and 2021« and through the Kaštelir project (»Prehistoric hillforts and ethnobotany for sustainable tourism and rural development – from the Karst (via Brkini, Čičarija, and Istria) to Kvarner«).
The destination organized thematic trainings for local inhabitants, tourist
guides, event organizers, tourist associations, caterers, accommodation providers and other tourist stakeholders.

CODE FOR SUSTAINABLE TOURIST GUIDES
It is primarily intended for local tourist guides, who are usually the first
and often the only contact that visitors have with the local population, and
have a strong influence on the creation of images and opinions of the destination.
With the code we establish professional standards and take care of increasing the quality of the local tourist guides' work.
•

It takes into account modern trends in tourism and sustainable tourism.

•

It sets out guidelines for the local tourist guides' work.

•

It encourages the green orientation of the Karst and Brkini destination.

•

It complies with world standards for tour guides.

By INTRODUCING SUSTAINABLE CRITERIA IN TENDERS (programs, projects, events, catering activities), we encourage providers to operate more
environmentally friendly.

THE MOST IMPORTANT SUSTAINABLE TRAININGS FOR
THE TOURISM ECONOMY IN 2021:
January 2021: Workshop „Design of products and services of cultural and
nature-friendly tourism“.
March 2021: Professional training for tourism providers: „Sustainable
tourism and sustainable business“.
April 2021: Training for a sustainable future and for tourist guides within the Kaštelir project.
October 2021: Professional training for tourism providers „Local food and
opportunities for the development of gastronomic tourism.“
The promotion of workshops, educational and training programmes
takes place on the website visitkras.info, where there is also an archive
of trainings for guides and other tourism stakeholders carried out in the
past.
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TRADITIONAL/SUSTAINABLE EVENTS, FESTIVALS AND
CAMPAIGNS 2021
Some of the major events/festivals that are traditionally held in the Karst
and Brkini:

1. Sanje na Beki Festival
Environmentally friendly music event
In 2021, the Sanje (‚Dreams‘) Festival in Beka joins the series
of events called the Prireditve z manj odpadki (‚Less Waste
Event‘), which is a pre-stage to Zero Waste event. The Ecologists Without Borders Association (slo. ‚Društvo Ekologi
brez meja‘) participates in the implementation of the event.
All participants and visitors are invited to comply with the
commitment to a more consistent waste separation. Together, we shall educate,
raise awareness and care for our, the one and only ‚green-blue planet‘. The organizers (Cultural Association Lilija na Beki (‚Lily in Beka‘)) attracted visitors with
their approach and the way the offer was implemented, and they had very positive
results. The majority of visitors (90 %) used glasses and other reusable tableware,
which were then washed by the organizers and returned to the Ecologists Without
Borders Association. For the organizers, this was the first experience of this kind,
but they are planning to repeat it next year, and buy themselves reusable tableware made of biodegradable materials.
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2. Gledanica Festival at Štanjel Castle 2021
Revival of prehistoric cultural heritage
The Gledanica Festival is an achievement of the Kaštelir project, in which
all municipalities in the destination
were involved as associated partners.
The festival is named after a prehistoric lookout point at the top of Turn Hill.
The event is entirely dedicated to the
preservation of the rich cultural heritage with an emphasis on prehistoric
heritage. The week-long festival, held
in Štanjel and on surrounding prehistoric hillforts, took place for the second time in 2021, and included numerous workshops, guided tours of Karst
and Brkini prehistoric hillforts, concerts and performances. As part of the
festival they held a bonfire (slo. ‚kresovanje‘) with which they inaugurated
an indoor and outdoor info point, and
Gledanica Archaeological Park, where
a theatrical musical performance of a
story from the prehistoric fairy tale
The Holy Sword of Justice was performed.
The festival programme included various individual events. One of them was
the guided tour From Hillfort to Hillfort, that connected 4 hillforts throughout the destination: Ajdovščina in
Mythical park, Vahta in Kazlje, Debela griža near Volčji grad and Štanjel.
There was also a conference on prehistoric hillforts and ethnobotany for sustainable tourism, the workshop Playing on stone, a guided walk along the
fairy-experiential trail ‘The Karst of
the Dwarfs’, reading of the prehistoric
fairy tale The Holy Sword of Justice
and an exhibition of illustrations, the
guided tour Through Štanjel Through
Time (slo. ‘Skozi Štanjel skozi čas), Kamenica Sound Gallery, firing a prehistoric pottery kiln, St. John wreathmaking workshop, and a lot of music
played on old instruments. Guests had
the opportunity to taste a prehistoric
dish served in a prehistoric plate (reconstruction of an archaeological
find). The dish was created as part of
the project in collaboration with the
Planta Association.
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3. Karst Gmajna Festival

In spring and autumn, a traditional festival of natural and heritage tourism takes
place in the Karst and Brkini area. The aim of the festival is to arouse interest in
learning about this exceptional biodiversity and cultural heritage, scientific activities and creativity, as the Karst grassland is considered one of the oldest cultural
landscapes and one of the hotspots of biodiversity in Europe and the world. As part
of the festival, various thematic walks, creative workshops, cultural events and
culinary events take place.

4. Month of Karst Cuisine
The festival takes place in autumn. It focuses on
the local Karst cuisine, the connection between
producers and caterers, and the promotion of natural and cultural heritage.

5. St. Martin’s Festival
St.
Martin’s
Festival is a traditional event
that has been
going on for
many
years.
This year‘s festival, which will take place from
5 to 11 November 2021, will be focused on the
promotion of the indigenous wine varieties, and
traditional and local cuisine. Only packaging
made of biodegradable materials will be used at
the events, and we will encourage drinking tap
water (drinking fountains in Štanjel, Sežana).
As part of the event, a professional scientific
symposium „Karst viniculture in the light of climate change“ will be organized.
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6. KrasPass Gourmet

In summer, for the second consecutive year, we organized a campaign, connecting
providers in the Karst and Brkini, in order to promote local cuisine, and natural
and cultural heritage. In addition to culinary experiences, creative workshops related to stone processing and guided tours of the natural wonders took place.

7. Year-round campaign
Make Your Moment
(https://brda-vipavskadolina-kras.si/)

For the second consecutive
year, this campaign combines
three wine regions and five
destinations into a unique story
that intertwines cultural and
natural heritage with noble
indigenous wine varieties and
cuisine. We focus on discovering the autochthonous specialties of the regions Brda, Vipava
Valley and the Karst with Brkini, encouraging the dispersion of guests, the discovery of
culinary delicacies with local
seasonal ingredients, and most
importantly, we are creating
lasting bonds between stakeholders, not only within single
destinations but within the entire region.
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SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY
The destination places great emphasis on sustainable mobility.

AUTOMATIC E-BIKE SHARING SYSTEM
Stations are located in all administrative towns of the destination: Komen, Sežana, Divača
and Kozina. Registration for the
use of bicycles is possible at the
Tourist information centres of
the administrative centres. The
use of e-bikes is free of charge.
There are 22 bikes available.
Several bicycle rental providers
decided to comply the locals’ and
visitors’ need for an active lifestyle and in that way BE CLOSER TO NATURE:
• Astraea tours,

• Core riding,

• Lipica Stud Farm,

• AP Aljoša Pirjevec,

• Admiral Kozina,

• Škocjan Caves Park,

• Mythical Park Rodik,

• MG Šport s. p.,

• Rent a bike Mitja Furlan s. p.,

• and SloActive d. o. o. – offering guided cycling tours.

• Mathtech bike Center Sežana,
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TOURIST BUS
The municipalities in the destination joined their partner, the Regional Development Agency, in its Crossmoby project, and carried out free bus transport during
summer: BIKE BUS (slo. ‘Kolobus’) and BEACH BUS (slo. ‘Kopalni bus’).
BIKE BUS is a bus transport service for passengers and cyclists from Koper to
the Karst and return, and BEACH BUS is a bus transport service for passengers
on the route Brkini-Koper and return. CROSSMOBY creates better conditions for
sustainable mobility and establishes intermodal passenger services. The strategic
project of the cooperation programme between Slovenia and Italy re-established
the railway passenger line between the two countries in 2018, and was closed for
the previous seven years.
BIKE BUS is a service for passengers and cyclists who from 2 July to 26 September, 2021 were able to use free bus transport on the circular route: Koper - Kozina
- Rodik - Škocjan Caves - Lipica - Divača - Sežana - Štanjel - Sežana - Divača Škocjan Caves - Rodik - Kozina - Koper.
BEACH BUS is a service for passengers who were able to use free daily bus transport from 1 July to 31 August 2021 on the circular route: Obrov - Javorje - Huje
- Rjavče - Tatre - Orehek pri Materiji - Slivje - Markovščina - Materija - Tublje pri
Hrpeljah - Hrpelje - Krvavi Potok - Kozina - Klanec pri Kozini - Petrinje - Koper.
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, CARE FOR PEOPLE
WITH DISABILITIES
As part of ensuring better accessibility, the following activities were carried out:
• Disabled-friendly access is arranged in urban centres in most
basic public facilities, as well as
the sidewalks. The Municipality
of Komen additionally purchased
an electric vehicle in order to facilitate access for people with reduced mobility to the old part of
Štanjel. In Štanjel, an access path
to the top of Štanjel - to Gledanica
was also arranged, in order to enable access for people with mobility difficulties.
• In the destination, defibrillators
have a special place and thus special attention of all involved municipal administrations. More
than 30 defibrillators have been
installed at various locations - administrative buildings, tourist facilities, such as the Visitor Centre
of Mythical Park Rodik.
• Adapted guided tours for people
with intellectual disabilities - Dom
na Krasu
• Guided tours of museums, collections, centres ... in Slovenian Sign
Language (by prior arrangement).
• The Mythical Park Visitor Centre
has prepared the entire material
of the exhibition, held in the centre, entitled ‘Mythical and other
realities’ (slo. ‘Mitske in druge
resničnosti’) also in Braille. Thus,
even blind and partially sighted
people can read the stories of
Mythical Park and all the contents of the exhibition.
• As part of the Kaštelir project,
the residents of the Social Welfare Centre - Dom na Krasu were
trained to make souvenirs - prehistoric bowls, which will be on sale in Tourist Information Centres and by various
providers, and the proceeds will be entirely intended for the residents of the centre.
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BOUTIQUE and GREEN KARST and BRKINI
The pristine nature of Karst and Brkini offers a wide range of opportunities for
wandering about and exploring. Unique sights linger in the memory. In the Karst,
visitors can be active and very curious, or they can only enjoy the peace and quiet
or merely the voices of nature.
Visitors will meet genuine karst hospitality everywhere they go. They can experience this in many small Karst and Brkini villages, that are protected as cultural
monuments.
Information and descriptions of experiences in the Karst and Brkini can be found
on the website visitkras.info.
Recognizing our responsibility to preserve the environment and create prosperity
for future generations, the Karst and Brkini destination strives to promote green
thinking and green tourism. We want tourists who visit our destination – the towns
and rural villages in Karst and Brkini – to notice our efforts for sustainability and
join in.
Establishing a certified system for managing environmental impacts and obtaining an internationally recognised symbol of sustainability are the most effective
mechanisms that tourism providers can use to reinforce their commitment and
demonstrate their environmental awareness to visitors, partners, and the community, while reinforcing their own commitment.
Environmental certificates give a feeling of comfort, creating an expectation of
healthy accommodation, healthy food, and a healthy environment for tourists and
employees.

WE ARE PROUD OF OUR TOURIST PROVIDERS WITH
SUSTAINABILITY LABELS
The destination encourages providers to operate sustainably and obtain sustainability labels – by offering workshops, subsidies and promotion.

Gostišče Risnik s prenočišči

Hotel st. Daniel, Hruševica
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Bistro grad Štanjel

Gostilna Mahorčič,
Rodik

Mladinski hostel
Pliskovica

Špacapanova hiša
Komen

Park
Škocjanske
jame
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SHARING ECONOMY
Originally four municipalities - today one destination Karst and Brkini and the
tourist organization ORA Karst and Brkini (‘Regional Development Agency of
Karst and Brkini’), which connects providers without administrative burdens!
Karst and Brkini in a comprehensive attractive offer of delicacies and experiences. Good knowledge, cooperation and co-creation, as well as marketing of tourist
products and services are of key importance for raising visibility. This year, for the
second year in a row, the KrasPass Gourmet network connected 60 tourism providers from the Karst and Brkini area, in order to increase visibility and to enable
visitors to discover the uniqueness of the Karst and Brkini through cuisine, wine,
creative stone workshops and guided tours of the natural wonders, every day of
the week. It also encouraged promotion among the providers themselves, as on the
KrasPass journey, like on a stone necklace, there were a series of experiences that
gave the visitor, in addition to the hospitability, stones to remember them. Five experiences, five pebbles with which visitors assembled their own key ring.
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CARE FOR CULTURAL HERITAGE
The Karst and Brkini destination has a rich
cultural heritage and it is proud of. It also actively collaborates with the competent Institute
for the Protection of Cultural Heritage – Administrative unit of Nova Gorica, and museums in
Nova Gorica and Koper. The destination maintains the condition, authenticity and aesthetic
appearance of its cultural heritage, such as
sights and built heritage, typical or traditional architecture, settlement design, cultural vibrancy, urban views and archaeological sites,
in accordance with national and international
standards. Through numerous projects that
have been particularly intensive in the last 5
years, the destination protects and preserves
cultural heritage and includes it in attractive
and new tourist products, by cooperating with
local population and organizations.
In the register of cultural heritage, there are
over 900 units of immovable heritage in the
destination that are registered/protected,
namely archaeological sites, buildings, memorials, settlements, parks and cultural landscape.
There are 275 of them in the MUNICIPALITY
OF DIVAČA, 160 in the MUNICIPALITY OF HRPELJE - KOZINA, 162 in the MUNICIPALITY OF
KOMEN, 336 in the MUNICIPALITY OF SEŽANA;
that means the entire destination has a total of
over 900 units of protected cultural heritage.
Some of the cultural heritage units have several
protection regimes (Legal Regimes for the Protection of Cultural Heritage (slo. ‘eVrD’), Register of Immovable Cultural Heritage (slo. ‘Rkd’),
Ministry of Culture, Local Monuments - Municipal Ordinances and several levels of protection
- national, local).
In addition to the immovable and movable cultural heritage, the destination is especially
proud of its intangible heritage. The destination values and preserves intangible heritage
in various ways - through the promotion and
financing of associations and activities, by participating in research, by co-financing the publication of various books and other sources that serve in study, information and preservation of this heritage, by registering it in special registers and of
course also through numerous trainings, workshops, traditional, sustainable and
other events, festivals and through local gastronomy. The destination especially
emphasizes the promotion of heritage, which is registered in the register of intangible heritage:
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1. Making
of
St
John
flower
wreaths and hanging them on
the front doors of all homes in
the old part of Štanjel and its surroundings on the Bonfire Night.
Vpis : 2-00020: Spletanje venčkov sv.
Ivana

2. The mastery of dry-stone walling
was included on UNESCO’s Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity on 28 November 2018
- Vpis: 2-00051: Suhozidna gradnja

3. Škoromatija - is a carnival custom: on the carnival Saturday the
‘Škoromati’ characters run around
the village and collect gift. Vpis:
2-00005: Škoromatija
4. Traditional breeding and raising of
Lipizzan horses in the Lipica Stud
Farm - this includes the breeding of
Lipizzaner horses for the implementation of classical dressage and carriage driving.
The Karst and Brkini destinations rank
heritage conservation among the priority directions of tourism development.
It is part of our sustainable forms of offer, such as thematic paths in nature,
guided by the signs of the past. With
the help of grants from European projects, we make sure that our path to the
future is solid, also because of the respectful attitude towards our past.
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CARE FOR NATURAL VALUES
The green Brkini and the exceptionality of the great Karst require care for
the preservation of the natural heritage.
With the help of grants from European projects, we make sure that our
path to the future is solid, also due to
a respectful attitude towards natural
resources.

Protected areas:
Škocjan Caves Regional Park - an area within the Public Institution with fully
regulated rules of visit, guided tours for visitors, an interpretation centre, information boards, marked trails. It is also protected as a Karst biosphere reserve. The
Škocjan Caves Regional Park is located on Classical Karst. The caves, as the key
natural monument of the park, were included in the UNESCO List of world Heritage Sites in 1986 and will leave no visitor indifferent with their vast chambers and
a real subterranean “canyon”. https://www.park-skocjanske-jame.si/
Škocjan Caves hold many sustainability and environmental labels:

Special protection area: Natura 2000
- areas are defined by the Regulation
on special protection areas, established
for the purpose of preserving biodiversity. In the entire destination, most of
the area is under Natura - the entire
Karst, the Branica valley and four other smaller areas, with the exception of
the Vremska valley and Brkini.

Natural values:
47 protected areas
43 natural values – areas
1092 natural points – caves
147 other natural values - points (gorges, valleys, sinkholes, century-old lindens,
chestnuts, beeches, sycamore trees, blind valleys, fossil deposits, limestone, pastures, forests, etc.), of which tourist accessible and arranged are:
Beka Landscape Park - a coherent area that has not yet been specially arranged or
organized. Visiting the park is accessible to all visitors, especially hikers and runners. The paths are partly marked. The management centre was built in Klanec
near Kozina and will be finally renovated in 2022.
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Štanjel Landscape Park - completely arranged into a tourist product with a castle.
It is equipped with directional and explanatory sign boards, tourist information
centre for information, catering and accommodation offer, wine shop, wedding
hall, gallery, Ferrari garden, which is particularly protected. It is constantly being
upgraded: in 2021, the Gledanica viewpoint and museum were renovated.

Vremščica hill

Sežana – botanical garden

Tourist caves: Vilenica, Dimnice,
Divaška cave

Lipica – pastures and forests
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TOURIST EXPERIENCES NEW TOURIST PRODUCTS
As part of the project of digitization of cultural
heritage objects, four new products are being developed, which will be upgraded into 5-star experiences - more at visitkras.info:
• Equestrian tour with a Lipizzaner and tasting of
local delicacies (Royal experience of the Karst Pampering in the company of a Lipizzaner)
• Wild tastes of Karst and Brkini (Living stone and
wild tastes - Across the Karst with an e-bike)
• Culinary tour: From the ground to the plate
(Karst Masterclass - Culinary and architectural
highlights of the Karst)
• Experience Karst through nature, culture and
cuisine (Mythical Park - Discovering stories)
• Experience Through Štanjel, through time
(Kaštelir project) - the visitor is taken on a tour
by a virtual guide Aviko - a boy from prehistory
who remained „forgotten in prehistoric time and
space“ in Štanjel (augmented reality - AR application) https://www.visitstanjel.si/skozi-stanjelskozi-cas
• Karra - gamified experiences of the authentic
Karst, www.karra.si

At the same time, we are creating a 3-day tourist
product (cycling-adventure tour Stone trail (slo. ‘Pot
kamna’) - Experience all the colours of the Karst in
three days.
By the end of 2021, we will finally digitalize three
cultural heritage products: the homestead in Pliskovica, the dry-stone wall construction and the shepherds’ corbelled hut in the Karst Living Museum,
and Ajdovščina above Rodik.

„Through Štanjel, through time“

A new product was created in Štanjel as part of the
Kaštelir project: a visitor is taken on a tour around
Štanjel by the virtual guide Aviko - a boy from prehistory who remained »forgotten in prehistoric
times and space« in Štanjel (augmented reality - AR
application). Aviko is one of the key figures in a prehistoric fairy tale created as part of the project - The
Holy Sword of Justice: https://issuu.com/zival/docs/
sveti_me__pravice_slo_e. The boy presents to the
visitor the valuable heritage of this Karst pearl, the
Turn-Gledanica archaeological park, the HIDDEN
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STONE exhibition and more. A promotional film was also made. The premiere of
the tourist product is expected to take place in November 2021.

WE ARE PROUD OF:
• establishment of new modern stops (Hrpelje, Divača)
• new drinking fountains (Rodik, Štanjel)
• new children‘s playgrounds
• new recreational green areas (Žaga Park in Kozina, Disc golf in Lipica)
• new thematic trails (The Karst of the Dwarfs in Štanjel, Štanjel through time,
Lintver‘s and Baba‘s trail in Rodik)
• a new Karst Vegetation Interpretation Centre
• events based on intangible cultural heritage (Belajtnga, Gledanica Festival, Researchers‘ Night in Mythical Park, Museum Night in Divača, Karst Gmajna Festival, Month of Karst Cuisine, Stone Festival)
As a proud member of the Slovenia Green family, the destination fulfils its promise to operate according to sustainable principles and is committed to continuous
green improvements. It keeps the public/stakeholders in tourism informed about
it activity via visitkras.info, ora.si, social networks and e-newsletter.
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